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 WARNING

Before playing this game, read the Xbox 360 Instruction Manual and any 
peripheral manuals for important safety and health information. Keep all 
manuals for future reference. For replacement manuals, see www.xbox.com/
support or call Xbox Customer Support (see inside of back cover).

Important Health Warning About Playing 
Video Games

Photosensitive Seizures
A very small percentage of people may experience a seizure when exposed 
to certain visual images, including flashing lights or patterns that may appear 
in video games. Even people who have no history of seizures or epilepsy 
may have an undiagnosed condition that can cause these “photosensitive 
epileptic seizures” while watching video games. 

These seizures may have a variety of symptoms, including lightheadedness, 
altered vision, eye or face twitching, jerking or shaking of arms or legs, 
disorientation, confusion, or momentary loss of awareness. Seizures may 
also cause loss of consciousness or convulsions that can lead to injury from 
falling down or striking nearby objects. 

Immediately stop playing and consult a doctor if you experience any of 
these symptoms. Parents should watch for or ask their children about the 
above symptoms—children and teenagers are more likely than adults to 
experience these seizures. The risk of photosensitive epileptic seizures may 
be reduced by taking the following precautions: 
• Sit farther from the television screen. 
• Use a smaller television screen. 
• Play in a well-lit room. 
• Do not play when you are drowsy or fatigued.

If you or any of your relatives have a history of seizures or epilepsy, consult 
a doctor before playing
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SouthPeak Interactive, LLC 

Limited Warranty 

(U.S. and Canada) 

Definitions:  The term “Software” as used in this Limited Warranty 
means the computer programs contained on the computer media in this 
package, together with any updates subsequently supplied by SouthPeak 
Interactive, LLC (“SouthPeak”). 

The term “Related Materials” means all of the printed or other materials, 
if any, provided in or with this package or later supplied, or made 
available (including, but not limited to, in electronic form via the Internet), 
by SouthPeak for use with the Software. 

Warranty Limited To Physical Media:  SouthPeak warrants, to the 
original retail customer only (“you”), that the computer media containing 
the Software is free from physical defects in physical materials.  The 
duration of this warranty is 90 days from date of purchase by you.  If you 
discover within that period a failure of the computer media to conform to 
the foregoing warranty, you must promptly notify SouthPeak in writing.  
In no event shall such notification be effective for any purpose if received 
by SouthPeak later than 120 days after the date of purchase by you.  
In any case where you purchase the Software for delivery to you, the 
“date of purchase” will be considered the date on which it is delivered. 
Visit www.southpeak.com, or contact SouthPeak at the address on the 
back cover of this booklet, for detailed instructions for making warranty 
claims.  Within a reasonable time after you notify SouthPeak and provide 
your receipt or other proof of date of purchase, SouthPeak will, in its sole 
discretion, (a) repair or replace the Software and/or Related Materials, 
at SouthPeak’s expense, or (b) refund the entire retail license fee for the 
Software and Related Materials.  These remedies are your exclusive 
remedies for any breach of warranty. 

What Is Not Covered By This Warranty:  This warranty does not cover the 
Software or Related Materials themselves, and does not cover computer 
media that has been lost or stolen, or damaged by accident, misuse, or 
modification, and does not cover any hardware or software not supplied 
by SouthPeak. 

DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY:  THE FOREGOING WARRANTIES 
ARE IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, 
AND ANY AND ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT 
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY 
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ARE HEREBY 
DISCLAIMED. 

NO LIABILITY FOR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES:  SOUTHPEAK 
SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, 



CONSEQUENTIAL, INDIRECT OR OTHER SIMILAR DAMAGES, 
EVEN IF SOUTHPEAK OR A SOUTHPEAK AGENT HAS BEEN 
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES, REGARDLESS 
OF ANY FORM OF THE CLAIM (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, 
PRODUCT LIABILITY, BREACH OF CONTRACT OR NEGLIGENCE).  
THIS MEANS SOUTHPEAK IS NOT RESPONSIBLE OR LIABLE FOR 
DAMAGES OR COSTS INCURRED AS A RESULT OF LOSS OF TIME, 
LOSS OF DATA, LOSS OF PROFITS OR REVENUE, LOSS OF USE 
OF THE SOFTWARE OR DAMAGE TO ANY OTHER SOFTWARE OR 
HARDWARE.  IN ADDITION, SOUTHPEAK IS NOT RESPONSIBLE OR 
LIABLE FOR DAMAGES OR COSTS INCURRED IN CONNECTION 
WITH OBTAINING SUBSTITUTE SOFTWARE, CLAIMS BY OTHERS, 
INCONVENIENCE OR SIMILAR COSTS. 

ANY LIABILITY NOT TO EXCEED RETAIL LICENSE FEE:  IN NO EVENT 
SHALL SOUTHPEAK’S LIABILITY FOR ANY DAMAGES TO YOU OR 
ANY OTHER PERSON EVER EXCEED THE RETAIL LICENSE FEE 
PAID FOR THE LICENSE TO USE THE SOFTWARE, REGARDLESS 
OF ANY FORM OF THE CLAIM (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, 
BREACH OF CONTRACT, PRODUCT LIABILITY OR NEGLIGENCE). 

No Other Warranties:  This Limited Warranty represents the entire and 
only agreement regarding the warranties applicable to the Software 
and the Related Materials and supersedes any prior purchase orders, 
communications, advertising, or representations.  No unauthorized 
person can change the terms of this warranty.  Additional statements 
by agents, employees, distributors and dealers of SouthPeak, such 
as dealer advertising or presentations, do not constitute warranties by 
SouthPeak, do not bind SouthPeak, will not be honored by SouthPeak, 
and should not be relied upon. 

Local Law Rights:  This warranty gives you specific legal rights; you 
may have other rights which vary from State to State.  Some States do 
not allow the exclusion of incidental or consequential damages, or the 
limitation on how long an implied warranty lasts, so some of the above 
may not apply to you. 

Governing Law; Severability:  This agreement shall be governed by 
the law of the Commonwealth of Virginia and applicable federal law, 
and the choice-of-law provisions of Virginia law shall not be applied to 
substitute the law of any other State or nation.  This Limited Warranty 
is intended to follow and be governed by applicable law and shall apply 
to the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, but shall not, and shall 
not be interpreted or construed as seeking to, apply in any way that is 
prohibited by applicable law.  In the event of any irreconcilable conflict 
between this Limited Warranty or any provision(s) hereof, and any 
applicable law, such law shall take precedence, but only to the minimum 
extent necessary to prevent any application of this Limited Warranty that 
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is prohibited.  If any provision of this Agreement is determined by any 
court of competent jurisdiction, or arbitrator or other legal authority with 
competent jurisdiction, to be void, invalid, illegal or unenforceable in any 
respect for any reason whatsoever, such provision shall be construed 
as being limited or reduced to the extent necessary for it to be valid and 
enforceable, or shall be reformed so as to make it valid and enforceable 
(and the court, arbitrator or other legal authority is authorized and directed 
to make such reformation).  If such construction or reformation is not 
feasible, then such provision shall be deemed to be stricken herefrom, 
and the remainder hereof shall continue to be valid and enforceable, 
and shall be enforced, according to its terms.  The United Nations 
Convention On Contracts for the International Sale of Goods shall not 
apply to SouthPeak’s sale, or your purchase, of the Software or to this 
Limited Warranty. 

Microsoft, Xbox, Xbox 360, Xbox LIVE, and the Xbox logos are 
trademarks of the Microsoft group of companies.
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MONSTER	MADNESS:	Battle	for	Suburbia

It was the best of times, it was the worst of times: 
Everyday life in suburbia for four typical teen types. 
But now it’s the much-worse-than-before of times! 
Because in a world where brain-hungry zombies 
run rampant, nothing’s the way it used to be! What 
brought them here? Can they be stopped?! There’s no 
sense in crying, considering or caroling “Kumbaya”, 
kids!

It’s up to the youth of today to be the leaders of 
tomorrow, or at least to lay some serious discipline 
on the many marauding monsters that threaten to 
overwhelm our very existence!

So many ways to rumble! Explore the 18 gigantic 
levels full of panic-inducing pixel pleasure in 
Adventure mode. You’ll be lucky to survive, but if you 
do, you’ll save the suburb from a fate worse than 
un-death! 

Misery loves company, and you’ll enjoy bringing 
some to the zombie-strewn streets when you join 
up for multiplayer action like Capture the Flag and 
Deathmatch online with Xbox Live, via System Link, or 
together on your very own console. What are you 
reading this for? There are zombies knockin’!
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MENU NAVIGATION
Press L or l to highlight a selection. 

Press > or A to confirm or the B to cancel or 
go back to the previous screen. Follow on-screen 
button prompts.

MAIN MENU
ADVENTURE

Campaign-style story mode for one to four players.

VERSUS

Battle head-to-head in 4-player arenas, on a single 
Xbox 360TM.

SYSTEM	LINK

Link up over a LAN with up to 15 other Xbox 360 game 
consoles for competitive play on a variety of levels 
and game modes. 

XBOX	LIVE

Subscribe to Xbox Live and join up to 15 other players 
online for competitive play on a variety of levels and 
game modes.

OPTIONS

Access game options

Extras	

View movies & special secrets that you can unlock as 
you progress through Adventure mode. This is also 
where you can access Downloadable Content from 
Xbox Live (such as new levels, weapons, and character 
skins)!
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CONTROLS

w Use your currently selected Secondary Item. If  
 it’s a thrown item (such as grenades), the longer  
 you hold this trigger, the farther your character  
 will throw the projectile! 

y Select next Secondary Item

l Weapon hotkey (hold in one of the four directions  
 to assign your currently selected weapon, and  
 press that direction any time afterwards to  
 select that weapon)

L Move in direction (click while pressing in a  
 direction to dodge)

A Select Next Weapon

B Select Previous Weapon

X Collect or Activate object (weapon, item, 
 etc.). A context-sensitive comic balloon will 
 appear over your character’s head when you 
 can use this feature. The balloon will indicate  
 what pressing X will do. If no balloon is  
 present, pressing X will reload your currently  
 selected Weapon (if it consumes Ammo)

Y Toggle Camera mode, if playing alone (“chase  
 camera” or “top-down camera”). Exit Vehicle, if  
 you’re riding in a vehicle
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C Face direction (click to jump)

x Fire weapon

z Select Next Weapon

> Pause/ Accept

< Access Bestiary. (in Adventure). On Xbox Live &  
 System Link, hold to display the current Scores

MOVING AMONG THE MUTANTS
L Tilt towards a direction to move in that direction.  
 Click while pressing in a direction to Dodge.  
 Advanced	tactic: Press and hold the L 
 without a direction to activate “Run” mode. When in 
 “Run” mode, you can’t use your weapons, but you can 
 move very quickly with the C. This is useful 
 for covering large distances. 
  
C Tilt towards a direction to aim in that direction. 
 Click to Jump.

CAMERA CONTROL
When playing Adventure by yourself, you can choose 
to view the action from one of two different camera 
perspectives, which you can switch with Y:

This is the top down 
camera (default), which 
puts the view above your 
player characters. This is 
the required camera view 
when there are multiple 
players together on the 
same console. In top-down 
camera, when holding the 
Left Bumper, you can also manually rotate the camera 
by tilting C “left-to-right”, and zoom by tilting the C 
“up-and-down”.
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This is the Chase Camera, 
which puts the view directly 
behind your character.

VEHICLES
At various points in the game, 
you’ll encounter vehicles 
that will prove useful if 
not outright necessary to 
survival/completing your 
mission. Some vehicles are 
single player only, while 
others can fit two or even 
more players.

To	operate	vehicles 

Press X to enter a vehicle. Press Y while in a 
vehicle to exit that Vehicle. Some vehicles may have 
multiple “seats”, which are unique locations where 
you can ride the vehicle. There are 3 types of seats, 
which are indicated by the comic balloon that appears 
when you approach a Vehicle:

Driver	Seat

This seat allows you to actually drive the vehicle.

Passenger	Seat

This seat allows you to use all of your regular 
weapons while riding in the vehicle. Someone else 
will have to drive...

Turret	Seat

This seat allows you to fire a powerful mounted 
turret. Someone else will have to drive...
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Vehicle Controls
The driving control scheme varies slightly from 
vehicle to vehicle.

Buggy

L  Turn

w Reverse

y Jump

x accelerate

Hold w + x Boost

ATV

L  Turn

w Reverse

C Aim Turret (press 
down to fire)

x Accellerate

Hold w + x Boost

Hovercraft 

L  Move

C  Turn

x Fires Bombs  (while in 
Turret) 

w Lower to ground

Swan	Boat	

L  Move

C  Turn

w Shoot Left Rocket

x Shoot Right Rocket
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UFO	

L  Move,  
     click to raise height

C  Turn,  
     Click to lower height

w Shoot Death-Beam

x Shoot Laser Blast

Mech

L  Move

C  Turn

w Shoot Gatling Gun

x Shoot Flamethrower

y Shoot Rockets

z Arm Swipe

Tank 

L  Move

C  AIM Turret

w Lower Turret

x Fire Turret

y Raise Turret

z Boost
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Player Monsters
When you encounter Larry Tools, you’ll have the 
option to purchase a powerful monster amulet. 
This consumable item will allow you to transform 
yourself into a nearly unstoppable force. Each stage 
has its own unique monster transformation that gives 
you a whole new way to destroy the monster menace. 
Use it wisely.

Player	Werewolf 
Use this transformation to get out of a hairy 
situation.  Make good use of your new-found 
strength, speed, and lunge attack to destroy 
everything in your path!

L  Move

C  Turn

x Melee Attack

w Lunge Attack 

Player	Zombie 
Indulging yourself with a big helping of brain 
food will allow you to use this transformation’s 
abilities.  Though slow moving, you can thrill the 
undead with your new found dance moves and make  
them fight for you!   

L  Move

C  Turn

w Projectile vomit

x Melee Attack

y vomit mortAR 

z zombie dance

Player	Demon 
Let loose your inner demons and show off some 
elemental power!  Each character has their own 
demon form with a unique elemental attack. Zack has 
Ice, Carrie has Earth, Andy uses Fire, and  
Jennifer uses Heart.
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L  Move

C  Turn

x Melee Attack

w Roll Attack

y Teleport

z Elemental Attack

 
Player	Vampire 
Embrace the powers of the night!  Slaughter your 
enemies to regain ever-precious blood to remain in 
your new vampire form, because if your blood meter 
runs dry you’ll revert to your normal, weak, pathetic 

form!

L  Move, Click to Teleport

C  Turn, Double Click to Fly

x Melee Attack

w Vampire Beam 

Player	Frankie 
Harness some seriously weird science to deliver 
some shocking results!  Dash after your enemies 
and pummel them with fiercely strong melee attacks 
or make them come to you with your Electro-static 
Attack!

L  Move

C  Turn

x  Melee Attack

w Electro-beam Attack

y Dash Attack

z Hold for electro-static 
      Attack
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THE GAME SCREEN/ HUD
 

Character	Portrait

The character you currently control

Health

As your character takes damage (darn zombies!)  
bones will appear until your character is a death’s 
head. Restore health by collecting tokens and buying 
soda from the soda machines that you find.

Score

Numbers that represent your progress. Really.

��

Number of Monster Tokens
Health
Power Bar
Weapon
Score



Power	Bar

When this meter is full , hold the Right Trigger to 
activate your character’s special move. This meter 
only appears when your character is using a melee 
weapon (sword, axe, knives, etc) that has a “Thumbs 
Up” icon when selected.

Inventory

Current Weapons and Secondary Items. Press y to 
cycle your current Secondary Item, and press z, or 
A & B to cycle your current Weapon.

Ammo

Current Ammo count. The large 
bold number indicates your overall 
Ammo pool, while the smaller 
number indicates how much Ammo is 
currently loaded into your Weapon. 
When the smaller number runs out, 
you’ll have to reload (press X) 
from your Ammo pool. If your Ammo pool runs out, 
your guns will be useless!

Monsters

They’re everywhere! Just saying.

Monster	Tokens

When you destroy the undead, they drop gorgeous 
glowing gems. Walk over these to collect them, then 
redeem them for weapons, health, items, and weapon 
upgrades. At last, a hobby you can be proud of!
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Pause Menu
Press > at any time during 
play to pause the action 
and access the Pause 
menu, where you have these 
options:

Resume	Game  
Return to play from where 
you paused

Mission	Info: 

 Mission	time 
 How long you’ve currently been playing.

 Mission	Objectives      
 Your current mission objectives.

 Mission	items 
 Any special items that you’ve acquired which  
 relate to the Mission Objectives.

 Grading	Criteria           
 The extra criteria required to earn high 
 grades (assuming you complete the level!)

Player	Profile                         
View your current character’s current statistics

LAst	Checkpoint  
Resume play at the last checkpoint, you coward

Restart	Level   
When the going gets tough, the tough restart!

Options 
Access option settings

Exit	Game 
Exit the current game and return to the Main Menu

Game Results
At the end of a game or level, the results screen 
appears, giving your score and other play stats. To 
expand the stats for more detail on each player’s 
performance, press l or L to select the player. In 
Adventure, you’ll also be assigned a grade (E, A, B, 
C, D, F) each time you complete a level, determined 
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by how well you met the Grading Criteria listed in 
the Pause Menu. When connected to Xbox Live, the 
final tab lists the “Xbox Live Leaderboards” for this 
level or game type. You can view the Leaderboards 
to compare your progress against the rest of the 
world! After you’ve finished reviewing your statistics, 
press A to proceed onwards to the next level.

WEAPONS
Desperate times call for desperate measures, so 
you’ll be finding and making (and upgrading) home-
made weapons from weapons parts found hanging 
around in plain sight and hidden in destroyable 
containers. You can even collect items your 
opponents drop.

There are two 
basic types of 
weapons: melee 
weapons, which 
are close-combat 
items that can 
be anything from 
knives to swords 
to basketballs, 
and range 
weapons, which can 

be aimed and fired. Some weapons are typical items 
you might find around, such as wrenches. Some are 
items dropped by dead-for-good zombies.
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To collect found weapons, walk over them  
and press X. To attack with your weapon, press the 
x.

Each character has a type of melee weapon 
which they consider their “specialty”.  
When using these weapons, the “Power” 
meter appears, allowing them to unleash 
a devastating finishing move upon filling 
the meter. The specialty weapon is noted by a “Thumbs 
Up” icon when you walk over or select it. Specialty 
weapons are the best choice for your character, so 
try to find them!

You can also pick up any other weapon that displays 
an X above your characters head, but you won’t be 
as effective with those, and they’ll only be carried 
temporarily in addition to your normal weapons.

Luckily for our teens, Larry Tools, master monster 
hunter and all-around cool biker dude is a genius at 
fashioning weapons from found items. Collect all 
the parts you can (nails, screws, wire, tape, etc.) 
and bring them to Larry’s van. For a price (collect 
the tokens monsters drop when they die), Larry will 
create weapons. The weapons that can be created 
depend on the price, the amount of parts and the 
difficulty level. Upgrade weapons whenever possible. 
To see every weapon in the game, you’ll have to beat 
Adventure mode at each skill level. You can do it! Or 
can you?

There are great throwing weapon items like bombs 
and Molotov cocktails to be found. There’s even an 
amulet that will temporarily transform the player 
into a Monster!

The number of Secondary Items or amount of Ammo 
you have  appears beside the related icon on your 
HUD. When you’re out of ammo, your ranged weapons 
become  useless until you buy or find more. If you 
run out of ammo, you should use your melee weapon!
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TIP:	Certain	monsters	are	only	vulnerable	to	certain	
weapons.	If	a	stubborn	one	refuses	to	die,	try	using	
a	different	weapon.	Check	the	Bestiary,	<,	after	
defeating	a	particular	type	of	Monster	to	learn	more	
about	its	behaviors	and	weaknesses

Larry Tools’ Trailer
Here’s where you’ll buy most of your Weapons and 
Secondary Items. Larry Tools’ Trailer can be found in 
nearly every area in the game -- he sure gets around!

Each player in the game has a panel in Larry Tools’ 
Trailer. By pressing m or q, you can toggle 
between two different menus: “Weapons” and “Items”. 
By pressing s or o, you can cycle through the 
available Weapons or Items. Each entry in the shop 
lists the cost (in both Monster Tokens AND Weapon 
Parts) required to buy or build that particular item. 
When viewing Weapons, the next Upgrade Level of that 
weapon is also noted.  

Each Weapon has three Upgrade Levels you can get, 
one after another. Press B to close (or re-open) 
your Larry Tools’ Trailer panel -- only when all 
players have closed their panels will gameplay 
resume.

If you have any questions about any Item or Weapon, 
press X to “Ask Larry”. He’ll usually offer some 
helpful description about it, but sometimes he’s just 
a little odd.
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Selecting Weapons
To	cycle	your	weapons

z Previous primary weapon

y Previous Secondary weapon

Hold z to Swap between 
Melee and Ranged Weapons

Using l You can assign up 
to four weapons to the 
directional pad (m, q, s and 
o) by holding a direction when a desired weapon is 
selected. Once assigned, pressing a direction will 
select that weapon on the fly, so you don’t need to 
fumble for a favored weapon in the middle of a fight.

  
Kill	‘em	all!

When you cycle Weapons or Secondary Items, a comic 
balloon will appear above your characters head 
showing which Weapon or Item you are now selecting.

To	fire	weapons

Press x to fire/use primary weapons

Press w to throw/use secondary weapons. If it’s a 
thrown item (such as grenades), the longer you hold 
this trigger, the farther your character will throw 
the projectile

Use the aiming arrow to target your opponent. If the 
enemy you’re generally aiming at is above or below 
you, your vertical aim will automatically be adjusted 
to point at them.  Your weapon will be aimed in the 
direction you are facing; you’ll want to use L and 
C at the same time to dodge and shoot while moving 
(strafe).
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MODES OF MADNESS
ADVENTURE

In Adventure mode, you follow the twisted tale of 
a suburban paradise blighted by monsters, zombies 
and various other unsavory surprises and do your 
utmost to make it right. It’s like being President or 
something! Work your way through the never-ceasing, 
ever-increasing reign of zombie monster terror in 17 
levels of sheer Monster Mayhem. Adventure mode can 
be played with up to 4 players.

CHOOSING A CHARACTER
Each character has unique moves and a specialty 
weapon. Try playing as each one to get the full 
flavor of Monster Madness: Battle for Suburbia. 
In multiplayer games, players can select the same 
character. Let’s meet them, shall we?

Zack   
If being super-smart and liking machinery and action 
figures makes you a techno dork, Zack could be their 
king. Will he vanquish the monsters and get a chance 
to show Carrie his affections?

Age: 15

Specialty	Weapon	Type: Axes

Hobbies: Video games, comic 
books, mechanical mastery

Favorite	Food: Highly 
caffeinated soda

Pet	Peeves: Wedgies

Quote: “Zombies have eaten my 
neighbors!”
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Carrie   
The Goth-tastic gal with the grim outlook is a willing 
warrior despite her seeming indifference. Will she 
come to see Zack as more than an uber-dweeb?

Age: 16

Specialty	Weapon	Type: Swords

Hobbies: Kendo practice, 
meditation, holding séances

Favorite	Food: Sushi

Pet	Peeves: Cheerleaders

Quote: “Whatever.”

Andy   
Live to skate, skate to live, slack to the max. Andy’s 
so laid back he’s prone to the bone. How can his easy 
style lure just-about-sure (not!) Jennifer to his 
side? There’s a lot of monsters between Andy and the 
answer!

Age: 17

Specialty	Weapon	Type: 
Plunger or Hockey Stick

Hobbies: Skateboarding, spray 
painting, slacking

Favorite	Food: Donuts

Pet	Peeves: Homework

Quote: “Lighten up, dude!”
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Jennifer   
Shallow for sure, but there’s, like, plenty of fight 
in this pouty princess! You don’t get to be a cheesy 
cheerleading goddess by resting on your assets! 
It’ll take plenty of siss boom bah to beat the beasts 
that are bombing her ‘burb! 

Age: 17

Specialty	Weapon	Type: Dual 
Batons

Hobbies: C-H-E-E-R-L-E-A-D-I-
N-G!

Favorite	Food:	None

Pet	Peeves: Geeks and freaks

Quote: “That is, like, so totally 
gross!”

LEVEL SELECTION
In	Adventure	mode,	play	begins	
at	(surprise!)	

level	1: 

Zack’s House, a tutorial level that will get you going 
on gouging gazillions of zombies and moving around 
like a ballistic ballerina on ball bearings; you’ll 
learn the basics you need to succeed in the coming 
Madness. 
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Once you complete a level, you will unlock the next 
one, and so on until your thumbs are raw, the night is 
gone, and you’ve saved your delightful burg from the 
roving hordes of horrid ravaging ravers. 

Once you’ve beaten a level at a given difficulty level, 
it is always available from the Adventure level 
select menu. Try playing each level with a different 
character and difficulty. It ain’t easy , but you’ll 
unlock more goodies that way

Cooperative	Play 

Adventure mode can be enjoyed solo or together 
with up to three other players, so grab your 
controllers and gang up on the ghouls!

TIP:	Take	the	time	to	explore	every	aspect	of	each	
level.	There	are	plenty	of	useful	things	lurking.	That	
includes	item-containing	boxes,	explosive	barrels,	
weapon	parts,	hidden	weapons,	various	beauty	
implements	and	more.

Difficulty

Before you begin the Adventure, you’ll be asked to 
choose from  
Child’s	Play (easy),  
Thriller (normal)  
Horror (hard)  
Madness (very hard--only the best dare master it!)  
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skill levels. Play through at each setting to 
unlock better weapons, moves and self-esteem with 
alternate character models for each player that the 
whole world will envy! 

Once you’ve beaten the game on any one of the 
standard difficulty modes, “Madness” mode will be 
unlocked. In Madness mode, all the enemies will 
be mixed up into unexpected encounters, along with 
new mission objectives. The most powerful and rare 
weapon PARTS can be found on the Madness levels!

Resurrection	

Go to the Salvation coffin to restore the life of a 
fellow player.

TIP:	Skip	Cut	Scenes.	Beautiful	cinematics	are	a	joy	
forever,	right?	Except	maybe	after	the	999th	time.	
Press	START	to	skip	cut	scenes	and	get	straight	into	
action.

Heal	Thyself

You can buy life-restoring JoltTM 

at one of the many vending machines 
located in each level, and ammo at 
similar vending machines. You can 
also buy both Soda and Ammo at 
Larry Tools’ trailer.
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Checkpoints

At certain points during play you will reach a 
checkpoint, which will allow you to resume play from 
that spot in the sad event of your croaking. Or, you 
know, sucking.

Saving	&	Resuming
Game progress is saved automatically after 
completing each level. If you have an Xbox 360 
Memory Unit you will save your progress to the 
profile on it. When resuming play from the Adventure 
menu, your progress will be read from the Xbox 360 
Memory Unit and you can select the next available 
level associated with your profile

MULTIPLAYER
Monster Madness: Battle for Suburbia can be played 
competitively or cooperatively either offline or 
online. 

Multiplayer	level	types

Battle	Arenas 
These levels support up to 4 players competitively, 
and are playable locally on one Xbox 360, or 
online.

Cooperative	Dojos	
These levels support up to 4 players cooperatively, 
and are playable locally on one Xbox 360, or 
online.

Battle	Fields	
These levels support up to 16 players competitively, 
and are only playable on System Link or Xbox Live. 

VERSUS 
Multiplayer Madness reigns as up to four players 
compete offline on one console! 

In Versus mode, any of the four-player “Battle 
Arena” or “Cooperative Dojo” levels are 
    available.
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SYSTEM LINK

Note:	You	must	sign	in	with	a	System	Link	or	Xbox	Live	
multiplayer	accessible	account	to	enjoy	Monster	
Madness:	Battle	for	Suburbia	over	a	local	network	
or	online.	Please	see	the	instructions	that	came	with	
your	Xbox	360.

	 

On System Link, any of the four-player “Battle 
Arena”, “BattleCooperative Dojo”, or “Battle Field” 
levels are available. When playing “Battle Arena” or 
“Cooperative Battle Dojo”, multiple players on the 
same Xbox 360 can join as Guests by pressing Start 
in-game.

Use System Link to play multiplayer Versus games 
over a Local Area Network (LAN).

You can either start a game (as host) or join in an 
existing session. All players must be connected to a 
working LAN to participate.

Press Y to create a new game, and A to join any 
game listed on your LAN.

Level  
The level currently being played.

Host  
The name of the Player who initiates the session

Players   
Number of players currently in this session.

Connection  
The quality of the connection to this Host. Green is 
good, Red is... not so good.
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Communicating with other 
players
For both System Link and Xbox Live sessions, if you 
have an Xbox 360 Headset, attach it to the Xbox 360 
controller as described in the manufacturer’s 
instructions. This will allow you to chat, coordinate 
with teammates and crow obnoxiously over your 
victims. Enjoy!

XBOX LIVE
Play anyone and everyone, anytime, anywhere on 
Xbox LIVE. Build your profile (your gamer card). 
Chat with your friends. Download content at Xbox 
LIVE Marketplace. Send and receive voice and video 
messages. Get connected and join the revolution.

Connecting
Before you can use Xbox LIVE, connect your Xbox 
console to a high-speed Internet connection and 
sign up to become an Xbox LIVE member. For more 
information about connecting, and to determine 
whether Xbox LIVE is available in your region, go to 
www.xbox.com/live.

FAMILY	SETTINGS
These easy and flexible tools enable parents and 
caregivers to decide which games young game players 
can access based on the content rating. For more 
information, go to www.xbox.com/familysettings.
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Play with up to 16 different players from around the 
globe with the fancy Xbox Live! You must be signed up 
with Xbox Live before joining an Xbox Live session of 
Monster Madness: Battle for Suburbia. 

On Xbox Live, any of the four-player “Battle Arena”, 
“Battle Dojo”, or “Battle Field” levels are available. 
When playing “Battle Arena” or “BattleCooperative 
Dojo”, multiple players on the same Xbox can join as 
Guests by pressing Start in-game.

Xbox	Live	Ranked	Matches	with	
TrueSkill

Ranked matches automatically pair you with gamers 
of a similar skill level, using the Xbox Live TrueSkill 
system. By playing Ranked Matches, you can be sure 
to always have a fair & challenging game, whether 
you’re a master monster masher or a recent recruit! 
These matches also count towards the Leaderboard 
rankings, so try your best!

Xbox	Live	Player	Matches

Player matches allow you to play “custom” games 
of any configuration, without ranking. You can also 
Invite your friends to these games, and play any kind 
of crazy match configuration that you can dream up. 
You can browse for individual game sessions in the 
Player Matches list,, filtering by any type of match 
that interests you. Player matches are great for fun, 
risk-free games that don’t go on your permanent 
record.

Xbox	Live	Leaderboards

Here you can access world-wide rankings for every 
Adventure level, on every difficulty, and each Ranked 
multiplayer mode! Check out the leaderboards to see 
how you stack up!
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The Multiplayer Lobby
This is where you set up your mighty multiplayer 
experience. Highlight a selection and press Y to set 
game preferences. Some of the settings available 
depend on the type of game selected.

As players join, they will appear on screen. Once 
all controllers are connected, players press > to 
join or < to leave a game. Once a game is started, 
players choose characters and get down to the 
BLISTERING business at hand.

Map  
Choose from many perilous arenas of play. Different 
maps are available depending on whether you have 
selected Versus, System Link, or Xbox Live.

Game 
Choose among various game types: 

Note:	Some	game	types	are	only	available	on	certain	
levels,	whether	Battle	Arenas,	Battle	Fields,	or	
Cooperative	Dojos.

	 FFA	Deathmatch  
 In a Free For All Deathmatch, it’s every player 
 for themselves with the objective being survival 
 the PLAYER WITH THE MOST KILLS WINS.

	 Capture	the	Flag  
 Capture the opposing team’s flag and return  
 to home base while defending your own, or vie  
 to capture a neutral flag from the center.  
 Players must work together to both attack and  
 defend.  
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 Set the score limit and the Devil take the  
 hindmost! Vehicles and defensive emplacements  
 are a highlight of this style game, which can be  
 played offline with four players (two per team)  
 or online with up to 16 players (eight per team).

 FFA	King	of	the	Hill	        
 A mystical sphere demands occupants! In Free For  
 All, everyone’s trying to occupy the hill for  
 himself. The player with the most time in the hill  
 at the end of the match wins!

 Team	King	of	the	Hill	        
 A mystical sphere demands occupants! In Team  
 play, each team competes to spend the most time  
 in control of the hill. The team with the most  
 time in the hill at the end of the match wins!

 Monster	Hunter         
 Everyone starts as a HUMAN. The first player to  
 die becomes a MONSTER, and his goal is to kill all  
 the other players to turn them into MONSTERS.  
 By the end of the match, the player who has spent  
 the most time as a HUMAN wins.

 Team	Deathmatch  
 Cooperation wins the day in this collective clout   
 fest. Battle together to vanquish the opposing  
 team in a fight to the finish. Available online or  
 offline.

 Dojo	Cooperative 
 Here you’ve got to work together to take  
 down increasingly difficult waves of monsters!  
 Configurable options allow you TO specify 
 whether you want a purely cooperative game, or a  
 little bit of competition to see who can grab the  
 most tokens!

 Kill	Limit  
 Set the number of kills needed to succeed. The  
 first player or team to reach the kill limit is the  
 winner, other things being equal.

	

Match	Time  
Set the length of matches to five, ten, 15, 30 or  
45 minutes. When the match time is up, the team or  
player with the highest score wins, subject to  
other factors such as being alive, etc.
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Health	
Choose how much damage any player can take  
before going to the Great Beyond: One Shot  
Kills, Normal, Double or Quadruple

Weapons  
Select weapon(s) of choice from an arresting  
array of armaments. Depending on setting,  
different weapons can be collected during play.

OPTIONS
From the Options Menu you 
can adjust View Options.  
These View Options include 
Brightness, Camera Snap 
levels, and Camera Shake.  

There are also Sound 
Options where you can 
adjust the Sound FX 
Volume, Voice Volume, 
Music Volume, Music Select 
options.  Finally, there are Game Options that include 
toggling Bestiary Alerts, Weapon Autoswitch, 
character Dialogues, Controller Vibration, Enemy 
Autotarget, Tutorials, Player Indicators, and viewing 
the game Controls.

Player PROFILE 
From the in-game Pause Menu (or by pressing Y 
when selecting your Character for Adventure), you 
can access the Player Profile Screen. This screen 
displays your currently 
selected Melee Weapons, 
Health, current and max 
Ammo, Monster Token 
count, and a 3D rotating 
image of your character.  

Below that information on 
the first page are a list of 
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all the primary Weapons you have acquired and their 
current level.  On the second page you can view your 
Items and the numbers of each that you currently 
have.  On the final page of the Profile Screen you can 
view all of your weapon parts and how many of each 
you have.
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